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Since March, I've been looking at lobbying numbers and lobbying filings and detecting a possible lobbying boom under President Obama. Today, the Center for Responsive Politics gives us the hard numbers:

In all, federal lobbyists’ clients spent more than $3.47 billion last year, often driven to Washington, D.C.’s power centers and halls of influence by political issues central to the age: health care reform, financial reform, energy policy.

That figure represents a more than 5 percent increase over $3.3 billion worth of federal lobbying recorded in 2008, the previous all-time annual high for lobbying expenditures. And it comes in a year when a recession persisted, the dollar’s value against major foreign currencies declined and joblessness rates increased....

Last year’s 4th quarter also marked the first quarter in U.S. history that federal lobbying expenditures cracked the $900 million mark -- which they did with ample room to space, hitting a record $955.1 million for the quarter, the Center’s research shows....

"Lobbying appears recession proof," said Sheila Krumholz, the Center's executive director. "Even when companies are scaling back other operations, many view lobbying as a critical tool in protecting their future interests, particularly when Congress is preparing to take action on issues that could seriously affect their bottom lines."

I discussed the causes and nature of this boom in my Christmas column, "Barack Obama and The Miracle on K Street," but I think the Cato Institute's David Boaz put it best: "Lay out a picnic, you get ants. Hand out more wealth through government, you get lobbyists."
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—Timothy P. Carney


Congressman Patrick Kennedy of the 1st district of Rhode Island has announced that he will not run for reelection. He turns 43 later this year. He was first elected to the House...

—Michael Barone

Senate Majority Leader pulls bipartisan jobs bill, after White House endorsement

According to Politico, Reid's "about face" on the Senate's planned new stimulus, er, jobs bill "stuns Dems, W.H.". Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid led colleagues and the...

—Mark Hemingway

Obama loses an ally: Tauzin quits drug lobby

Former congressman Billy Tauzin, now the top lobbyist for the pharmaceutical industry and a key ally of President Obama who visited the White House 11 times in Obama's first 6...

—Timothy P. Carney
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**Washingtonians, even the adventurous, submit to snow**

Wednesday's blizzard was the final straw for even the... Full story

Opinion
Mayor Fenty fails the snow test

City officials can't say they surprised by last... Full story

Sports

Caps streak ends in Montreal, 6-5 (OT)

Canadiens stop Washington winning streak at... Full story
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